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Using the method of algebraic models, it is proved first that the projective 
limit T of a projective system of measure preserving transformations T, exists 
and is unique, module conjugacy, and then that if T, are ergodic with discrete 
spectrum, or totally ergodic (all iterates ergodic) with quasi-discrete spectrum, 
then T has the same property. An open problem is whether T has discrete model 
if all T, have discrete models. 
INTRODUCTION 
Given a projective system {(& , .Z& , par , T, , J2J, OL < 8,01, B in 1) of measure 
preserving transformations (m.p.t. for short), the main problem is whether 
the projective limit TV = proj lim pal is countably additive (see, for example, 
Cl, 5, 10-131). Assuming that p is countably additive, the projective limit 
T = proj lim T, can be defined on Q = proj lim s2, , and is measure preserving 
(with respect to p). Some of the properties of T, are inherited by T. Among 
these properties, we mention: ergodicity, mixing, weak mixing [2, 41. In this 
paper we find two more properties inherited by T, namely, ergodicity with 
discrete spectrum, and total ergodicity with quasi-discrete spectrum (Theo- 
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rem 4.2). We do not know whether the property of having discrete model is 
hereditary with respect to projective limits; but if all 7’, are superpositions 
of rotations and continuous endomorphisms on compact group, then T is of 
the same kind (Theorem 4.3). 
The approach used in this paper is the use of algebraic models for probability 
spaces, which enable us to prove that any projective system of m.p.t. has a 
projective limit, modulo conjugacy (Theorem 3.3), and that conjugate projective 
systems have conjugate projective limits (Theorem 3.5). The analysis essentially 
involves the projective limit theory of probability spaces, and the results have 
key applications in ergodic theory and Markov chains among others, (see 
also [13] on this point of view). However, applications are not included 
here. 
1. PRELIMINARIES: PROJECTIVE SYSTEMS 
(a) Let (Sz, Z, p) and (Q’, Z’, p’) be two probability measure spaces. If 
S : Q 4 sz’ is a m.p.t., that is, A E 2’ - S--IA E Z and p(S-l/l) = p’(A), it 
induces a linear isometry Us : L2(p’) + P(p), which is multiplicative (on 
L’Q’)), defined by U,(f) = f. S for f E L2($). [All measures appearing below 
are complete probability measures unless otherwise stated.] 
If T : Q -+ Q’ is a m.p.t., then the whole system (Q, Z, p, T) will again be 
called a m.p.t. 
We denote by r(p) the multiplicative group of (equivalence classes of) 
functions f E LB(p) with 1 f ] = 1, and by vti the function of positive type defined 
on r(p) by y,Jf) = sfdp. Then P(p) generates L2(p) and v&(,(f) = 1 iff f = 1. 
Moreover, if S : Q -+ Q’ is a m.p.t., then Us+‘) C F(p) and cpU( U,f) = vat(f) 
for feL”($) (see [6, 71 for more details). 
(b) Let @ = (52, 2, I*, T) and @’ = (G’, Z’, $, T’) be two m.p.t. A mapping 
S : Sz --+ Q’ will be called a morphism of m.p.t. if S is measure preserving and 
if, in addition, ST = T’S, we shall write also S : @ -+ a’. If S is a morphism, 
then U,U,* = UJJ,. 
We say that T and T’ (or Qi and 0’) are conjugate if there exists a 
multiplicative (on L”(p)), surjective linear isometry V : L2(p) -+ L2(p’) such that 
vu, = uyv. 
(c) Let @ = (Q, E, CL, T) be a m.p.t. and define w : P(p) + r(p) by 
w(f) = Gf *f-l, for f E T(p). 
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Then Urf = w(f) .f, for f E r(p). F or every natural number n put r,(T) = 
w-“(C), where C = (a : 1 x 1 = I} is the circle group, and 
Then J’,(T) is an increasing sequence of groups, and r,,,(T) is a group. 
If W = (sz’, .z’, p’, T’) is another m.p.t. and if S : Q, + rp’ is a morphism, 
it can be proved by induction that UsI’, C r,(T) for 1 < n < co. 
(d) Let I be a directed set of indices. A projective system of m.p.t. is a family 
(@= , h,,) such that for each a! E I, @a is a m.p.t. and for each pair 01, 6 E I with 
OL < p, h,, : QB + @= is a morphism satisfying haBhSv = h,,, for 01 < /3 < y and 
h,, = id on QN , We shall write U,, instead of Uhas. (id = identity mapping.) 
Two projective systems of m.p.t. 
WE, zl, , P., , T, , h,d and (Sz,‘, %, pi, T,‘, K,d 
are said to be conjugate if each (Y E I, T, and T,’ are conjugate by means of a 
multiplicative linear isometry V, : La(pJ --f La&‘) satisfying, in addition, 
WJa, = K,Va , for CL < /3. 
(e) Let (aa, ha8) = (Qa, 2YS , pLor, T, , h*e) be a projective system of m.p.t. 
Consider the projective limit set 
J2 = projlimSZ, = 
I 
OJE~J&; w = (CO,),,, , horewB = w, for 01 < /3 . 
UEl I 
Assume that Sz is not empty and denote by h, : 52 --t J& the canonical projections. 
Then hlYShS = h, for 01 < ,B. If 12, are topological spaces, then Q is closed 
in nael Qa for the product topology; so if all Q, are compact, then S2 is compact. 
If all Q, are groups, then 52 is a group with the coordinate multiplication. 
For each c1 E I, consider the u-algebra &* = h,‘& of subsets of Q, and 
the probability measure pa* defined on .Z&* by p,*(h;lA) = p&(A) for A E zb, . 
Consider the algebra Z* = uaGI &* and the u-algebra Z generated by Z*. 
Finally consider the finitely additive measure p defined on 2* by p(A) = pa*(A) 
if A E .&*. Then 
r-L(K14 = P&Q for AE&. 
If w = (w,),,~ E J2, then 
k&‘&,) = T,h,swe = Tawa , for 01 < /3; 
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consequently, ( TawJaEI E 52. We define then 
Tw = t Ts&, 9 if w = (w,),,, E 52. 
The mapping T is called the projective limit of the family (T, , hEa) and is 
denoted by proj lim T, . We have 
Tn = proj lim Twn, for every natural n. 
For each 01~1, we have 
T,h, = h,T. 
Moreover, A E &* =P T-lA E ZE* and pa*(T-lA) = pa*(A). 
If II is u-additive on Z*, its extension to 2, still denoted by p, is called the 
projective limit of the family (pa , h=e) and is written proj lim ,ua . In this case, 
from the above considerations it follows that Q, = (In, Z, p, T) is a m.p.t., 
called the projective limit of the projective system (aa , has), and denoted by 
proj lim @, . Then for each (Y E 1, h, : QJ -+ @a is a morphism of m.p.t. If all 
T, are ergodic, or weakly mixing, or mixing, then T has the same property 
[2, 41. If for some n, all T,* are ergodic, then T* is ergodic. 
In general, p is not u-additive on ,Z*, so that proj lim @a does not exist. 
But, if for instance, s2, are compact spaces, pU are regular Bore1 measures and 
h,, are continuous, then ~1 is u-additive [I]; therefore proj lim @= exists. 
In any case, we shall prove (Theorem 3.3) that any projective system of 
m.p.t. is conjugate to another one having a projective limit. 
Let us notice that the given projective system (QS , hoLB) is conjugate to the 
projective system (oar, h&J, where for each 01 E I, rP, = (0, &*, EL,*, T), and 
for 01 < p, h& = id on Q. The conjugacy is realized by means of the isometries 
V, : L*&*) --f L*(p,) induced by h, . 
2. ALGEBRAIC MODELS 
(f) An algebraic ergodic system (a.e.s.) is an object Y = (J’, U, p) consisting 
of an abelian group P, an injective endomorphism U : r + r and a function 
of positive type v on l’ such that p(y) = 1 iff y = 1 (the unit in r) and 
p( Uy) = v(y) for y E I’. We say that Y is a discrete a.e.s. if r contains the 
circle group C and if v(r) = y for y E C and v(y) = 0 for y 4 C. 
Given two a.e.s.‘s Y = (r, U, v) and Y’ = (P, U’, $), a mapping f; : I’ -+ r 
is called a morphism of a.e.s. if i is a group homomorphism such that tfU = U’A 
and v’/i = 9. We shall write also h : Y -+ Y’. It follows that A is necessarily 
injective, since if J(y) = 1, then p,(y) = $(&) = 1, consequently y = 1. 
6831214-s 
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If, in addition, R is surjective, we then say that Y and Y’ are isomorphic. 
An a.e.s. Y = (r, U, v) is called an algebraic model for a m.p.t. @ = 
(Q, Z, p, T), if there exists a morphism J : Y -+ (F(p), U, , ~DJ such that Jr 
generates Lp(p). 
(g) Let I be a directed set of indices. An inductive system of a.e.s.‘s is a 
family (YU , Las) such that for each 01~1, lu, is an a.e.s. and for each pair o(, B 
with (II < ,B, &s : Ye -+ Ya is a morphism of a.e.s. satisfying /$&, = &, for 
01 < ,B < y and &, = id on Ye . If each Ya is a discrete a.e.s. we say that 
(u/, , &a) is a discrete inductive system. Two inductive systems of a.e.s.‘s 
(ym , lE3iB) and (ya’, h$) are said to be isomorphic, if for each a: ~1 there exists 
an isomorphism Jn : ul, -+ ul,’ satisfying 
(h) We say that an inductive system of a.e.s.‘s (ul, , &) is an algebraic model 
for a projective system of m.p.t.‘s (Qa , h& if for each (Y, Ya = (r, , U, , p)ol) is an 
algebraic model for @= = (& , .&, pa, Z’J by means of a morphism 
Ja : I’, + l$,) satisfying, in addition, 
It is clear that any inductive system isomorphic to an algebraic model for 
(OE , ha& is again an algebraic model for (O= , h,,). We shall see that every 
inductive system of a.e.s.‘s is an algebraic model for some projective system 
of m.p.t. (Theorem 3.2). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let Pa , had = (Sz, , &, pa , T, , has) be a projective system 
of m.p.t.‘s. In order to simplify the notations, write 
u, = UT% > P)a = %a, and u,, = Gba* * 
Since U,,U, = U,U,, and U,,&L~) C I&), for 01 < 8, it follows that 
(rw, u, ,9h , u,,) is an inductive system of a.e.s.‘s. Moreover, this is an 
algebraic model for (Qa , h,&, if we take J, to be the identity mapping of r&J. 
More generally, if for each 01 E I, r, C r(p,) is a subgroup such that U,r, C I’, 
and lJ,,r, C r, for 01 < 8, then (r, , lJ, , qa , U,,) is an inductive system of 
a.e.s.; moreover, this is an algebraic model for (Qa , h,&, if I-, generates Lp&) 
for each cy E I. 
In particular, since U,I’,( T,) C I’,(T), and U,,F,( T) C I’,(T) for OL < p, it 
follows that (I’,,( T,), U, , v’. , U,,) s i an inductive system of a.e.s., for 1 < n < CO. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let (QE , h,,) = (Gal, B, , per, T, , h& be a projective system 
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of m.p.t., where G, are compact abelian groups, B, are the u-algebras of Bore1 
sets, pa are regular Bore1 measures, h,, are continuous group homomorphisms, 
and T, are superpositions of rotations and continuous endomorphisms (or, 
equivalently, transformations with a discrete model). 
For every (11 EI, let I’, = Ga be the character group. Then UJ’, C r, . 
If for CL < /I we define &.. : r, ---)r , by 
(gL3 3 ir,L?Ya> = &3& 9 Ym>, for yol E P, and gB E GO , 
then (r,, KS S, fE,,) is an inductive system of a.e.s.‘s. Moreover, it is an 
algebraic model for (@= , has), if for each (Y E 1, we take the canonical identification 
h : r, - G= C r(pJ, since for each 01 E I, r, generates L2(p). 
If, in addition, all CL, are Haar measures, then the preceding algebraic model 
is discrete. 
Remark 2.1. If (r, U,?) is an algebraic model for @ = (Q, C, p, T) by 
means of a morphism J : r -+ II(p), we shall identify each y E I’ with Jy E &). 
In this way we can always show that an algebraic model for Qi is of the form 
cc u, , v,), with r c w. 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF PROJECTIVE LIMITS 
The first two theorems extend to the case of projective systems of m.p.t., 
extending some results proved in [7] for single m.p.t.‘s. 
THEOREM 3.1. Two projective systems of m.p.t. are conjugate if and only ;f  
they have isomorphic algebraic models. 
Proof. Let 
(@a 9 ha,) = (Qx > & , ~a , T, , ha,) and (@a’, 4,) = (Qz’, G’, I-L’, T,‘, hci,) 
be two projective systems of m.p.t. Then (Y, , &,) = (Qa), U, , ‘pp , &a) is 
an algebraic model for the first projective system, where &a is the I&ear &ometry 
induced by h,, , and (V,‘, &J = (r&‘), UT,, , plr ’ , fIL& is an algebraic model 
for the second projective system. If the two proj%ctive systems are conjugate 
by means of multiplicative surjective linear isometries V, : L+,) + L2(pFL,‘), 
satisfying V& = /&Va for OL < fl, then VJ(p,) = r&I), therefore the 
mappings V, realize the isomorphism of the a.e.s.‘s (‘Pa, &,) and (ul,‘, &a). 
Conversely, assume that the iirst projective system has an algebraic model 
tK , F;,,) = (r, , UT. , vu, , L) with r, c rw, and that the second projective 
system has an algebraic model (ul,‘, &a) = (r,‘, UT,, , vu,’ , &a) with r,’ C Q,‘), 
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such that the two inductive systems are isomorphic by means of isomorphisms 
Jn : r, ---f I’,f satisfying J,&,, = li& Ja , f or 01 g< p. Then, using the techniques 
from [7], Ja can be extended uniquely to a multiplicative surjective linear 
isometry I/, : L2(p,) -+ L2(,uL,‘), satisfying V,lJ,- = UT,, V, and V~UuhoB = U,,,V, 
for 01 ,< 8, therefore the projective systems of m.p.t. are conjugate. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. Every inductive system of a.e.s. is an algebraic model for a 
projective system of m.p.t. having a projective limit. 
Moreover, the projective system can be chosen of the form (G,, B,, pa, T,, h&, 
where G, are compact abelian groups, pcLo, are regular Bore1 measures, T, and 
h,e are continuous homomorphisms. If the inductive system is discrete, then 
pal are the Haar measures. 
Proof. Let (Ye , &a) = (r, , U, , v~, &,) be the inductive system of a.e.s. 
For every LYE I, consider r, endowed with the discrete topology and take 
G, = Pa , the character group of r, . Then G, is a compact group. We take 
pa the unique regular Bore1 measure on G, , corresponding to the function 
of positive type by Bochner’s theorem: 
If ‘y, is a discrete a.e.s., then plr is the Haar measure. We take also T, : G, -+ G, 
the measure preserving continuous homomorphism adjoint to U, , that is such 
that 
(3/a 9 TqgJ = C KY, , gJ, for yolEr,,gaEG,. 
If B, is the u-algebra of Bore1 sets of G, , then Ug is an algebraic model for 
(p, = (GE , B, , pa , T,), by means of the canonical injective homomorphism 
In : r, * fz c rw ~71. 
Finally, for OL < /?, we define the continuous homomorphism h,, : G, -+ G, , 
adjoint to &a , that is such that 
(Y* , hm,gd = (%,,a 9 go>, for Y@ E C , ge E Go . 
From this definition, it follows that 
and 
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It remains to prove that h,, is measure preserving, that is, &&4) = ~~(-4) 
for A E B, . In fact, since q+&e = va , we have 
From the uniqueness of the measure poI in Bochner’s theorem, we deduce 
that pa = ,+,hG, that is, h, is measure preserving. 
It follows that (O=, h,,) = (Ga, B, , pa, T, , h,,) is a projective system of 
m.p.t. and that (ul, , &J is an algebraic model for (Da , haB). Moreover, (GU , h,,) 
has a projective limit, since G, are compact, pa are regular, and h,, are con- 
tinuous. Q.E.D. 
The next theorem asserts the existence of projective limits, modulo conjugacy: 
THEOREM 3.3. Any projective system of m.p.t. is conjugate to a projective 
system of m.p.t. having projective limit. 
Moreover, the latter projective system can be chosen to consist of continuous 
homomorphisms on abelian compact groups, equipped with regular Bore1 
measures. 
Proof. In fact, we take an arbitrary algebraic model for the initial projective 
system, and apply successively Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.1. The same method was used in [13], to prove the existence- 
modulo conjugacy-of p = proj limp,. A different method was used in [2] 
to prove the preceding theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (CD= , h,) = (& , 2, , pal , T, , hu8) be a projective system 
of m.p.t. having a projective limit @ = (Q, .Z, p, T), and let h, : Sz -+ s2, be 
the canonical projections. 
If for each a ~1, ?P= = (r, , Ur= , cp,,> is an algebraic model for @a , with 
I’, C P(p,J, and if r is the subgroup of r(p) generated by the union UaE, U,=I’, , 
then !P = (r, Ur , cp,) is an algebraic model for Qi. 
Moreover, if r C r,(T) for some n and all a, then r C r,(T). 
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Proof. Since h, : G -+ Sz, is measure preserving, the multiplicative linear 
isometry Uh, : Ls(p,) -+ La(p) satisfies lJn,F C Uhar(cl,) C r(p), therefore 
r C r(p). We have 
therefore UTrC r, consequently y is an a.e.s. It remains to prove that I’ 
generates L$(p), in order to show that !P is an algebraic model for @. In fact, for 
each 01 E I, I’,* = Uhdra generates the space L2(pa*) = L2(Q, &*, p,*). On the 
other hand, L2(,u) is the closure of the union &,Lz(p,*), since .Z is generated 
by UsI &*; it follows that the union (Joie1 r,* generates LQ), consequently 
YJ is an algebraic model for @. 
Assume now that r, C r,(T,) f or all 01 and some n < co. If fa E r, , then 
uTafG = g& for Some 6% E r?%-dTah where I’,,(T,) = C. It follows that 
Uh,ga E I’,-,(T), since Uhjh, :L2(pa) + L2(p) satisfies UTUha = U&UT& . We 
deduce then 
Therefore U, fa E F,(T); consequently r C r,(T). The conclusion follows then 
for n = co alwell. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.2. If UhJe C r, for 01 < ,B, then r = was, iYfaFa . 
We are now able to prove the invariance of the projective hmit, with respect 
to conjugacy. 
THEOREM 3.5. If two projective systems of m.p.t. are conjugate and have 
projective limits, then their projective limits are also conjugate. 
Proof. Let 
be two conjugate projective systems of m.p.t., having projective limits 
@ = (Sz, 2, CL, T) and @’ = (szl, Z’, p’, T’), respectively. 
Let V, : L2(pa) + Ls(po’) be the multiplicative surjective linear isometries 
realizing the conjugacy of the projective systems. We have therefore V,U,= = 
UT f V, and V, lJnSp 
??hen, for each 
= Uyz for 01 < /3. 
(II E I, (J&J, UT , vti ) is an algebraic model for @a 
and ‘y,’ = (&,‘), UT*, , FE,,) is an algebriic m:del for Qa’; from the hypothesis, 
we deduce that Ye and Yd’ are isomorphic. 
By the preceding remark, r = (JaGI Uh,r(pJ is a group, and by Theorem 3.4, 
Y = (P, UT , a,) is an algebraic model for @; similarly Y’ = (rl, U,* , ~~9) is 
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an algebraic model for @‘. It remains to prove that Y and Y’ are isomorphic. 
For this, we define V : r + I” by 
Vf = VG,fm = Ui&,Vafa 7 if f = Uh,fm with fa E l&). 
This definition does not depend on the particular representation off of the form 
f = U,,fa . In fact, iff = Uhafa = UhJo with 01 < a, then Uhafa = UhcUh,f, ; 
consequently fg = Uhsofa , since U, l7 is injective. It follows that 
Gb; Vafu = &&,‘G;oKfm = G&d V,~h,,f~ = ul&; V,fo - 
If now OL, /3 E I are arbitrary and f = U,fo = U,fp , we take u E I with 
01 < (T and fl < cr. Then 
Uafa = UoUa,fa and UBh = uJu-B > 
consequently, U,,fa = U,,fs , since U, is injective. Then if we set f. = 
%,fa = UB,fBs we have U,fa = U6fs = Uofc, consequently, by the preceding 
proof, 
Ui&fa = Uh,Vofo = Uh,T¶fS > 
therefore the definition of Vf is unambiguous. Since each V, is a group isomor- 
phism, it follows that V is a group isomorphism. We have VU, = U,,V: 
We have also pupV = v,, : 
It follows that ??’ and Y’ are isomorphic, therefore @ and @’ are conjugate. 
Q.E.D. 
4. TRANSFORMATIONS WITH DISCRETE MODELS 
A natural problem which arises is whether, given a projective system 
consisting of transformations with discrete models, the projective limit has 
also a discrete model. The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for 
a positive answer to this question. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let (@% , holO) = (Qa , & , pa , T, , h,& be a projective system 
of m.p.t. having a projective limit Qi = (Q, 2, ,u, T). Assume that each @a has a 
discrete model. 
If for each LY E I we can choose a discrete model YE = (I’, , lJ, , vu ) of @m , 
such that lJhJE C r, for 01 < ,6, then the projective limit @ has a adiscr:te model, 
y  = K UT , c), where r = Morel Harm . 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that r is a group; by Theorem 3.5, !P is an 
algebraic model for @. It remains to prove that Y is a discrete model. 
If f  E I’(p) is constant, f  = c, then, for any a: E I, we have iJhc = c and 
c E r, , therefore f  = c E U,ur, C r; consequently, r contains the circle group. 
Let now f  E r be of the form f  = Uholfa for some LY E I. Then vu(f) = 
yu(Uh,fa) = pw,(fa). If f  E c, then fm = c, since U, is injective, therefore 
q,(f) = q,,,(fJ = c; if f # constant, then fa # consiant, therefore v,(f) = 
pue(f,) = 0; consequently Y is a discrete model for @. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.1. We do not know whether, in general, the projective limit of 
transformations with discrete models has itself a discrete model, since we do 
not know whether in the preceding theorem, r, can be chosen to satisfy 
UhJa C rs for 01 < /3. However, in some important particular cases of projective 
systems consisting of transformations with discrete spectra, or with quasi- 
discrete spectra, the projective limit is of the same kind. 
We recall that a m.p.t. (52,2, CL, T) is said to have discrete spectrum, 
respectively quasi-discrete spectrum, if a discrete model (r, U, , pu) can be 
chosen with r C J’,( ), respectively r C I’,(T). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (Qa , huB) = (Q, , & , ,un, T, , hoB) be a projective system 
of m.p.t. having a projective limit @ = (52, 2, p., T). 
If each T, is ergodic with discrete spectrum, so is T. 
If each T, is totally ergodic with discrete spectrum, so is T. 
Proof. Assume that each T, is ergodic with a discrete spectrum. Then ([7]), 
(r&& Ur, , qwa) is a discrete model for T, , and we have Uh,J1&) C F&a) 
for 01 < /3. By Theorems 3.4 and 4.1, (r, Ur , q,J is a discrete model for T 
and r C I’,(T), where r = (Jar.] Uharl(T,). It follows that T has a discrete 
spectrum. Since T is also ergodic, the first part of the theorem is proved. 
Assume now that each T, is totally ergodic and has quasi-discrete spectrum. 
Then T,” are ergodic for all 01 and n; therefore Tn is ergodic for all n. On the 
other hand [7], for each a: E I, (I’,(T,), UT, , pU,,,) is the only discrete model 
for T, . Since U,,Jm(T,) C r,(Te) f or a! < ,8, it follows that (r, U, , p,J is a 
discrete model for T, where r = Vole1 Uh,rm( T,), and that r C I’& T), therefore 
T has a quasi-discrete spectrum. 
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We recall that a transformation T has a discrete model iff it is conjugate 
to the superposition of a rotation p and a continuous homomorphism T on 
an abelian compact group equipped with Haar measure [7]. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.2. In [2, 31, a converse theorem is proved, namely, that every 
transformation with a discrete or quasi-discrete spectrum is the projective 
limit of transformations of a particular kind. 
The next theorem contains another case, where the projective limit has 
discrete model, namely the case when the transformations are not only conjugate 
to, but just superposition of, rotations and continuous homomorphisms. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (4pol , h,,) = (G, , B, , pa, T, , hap) be a projective system 
of m.p.t., where G, are compact abelian groups, B, are the o-algebra of Bore1 
sets, pa are Haar measures, and h, are continuous homomorphisms, and let 
(G, B, p, T) be its projective limit. 
Then T = rp (or T = pr), where p is a rotation (i.e. p(x) = cx for some c E G 
and all x E G), and r is a continuous homomorphism on G, if and only if, for each 
OL EI, T, = r,p, (or T, = par,) where pu is a rotation and 7, is a continuous 
homomorphism on G, . 
Moreover, in this case p = proj lim pa and 7 = proj lim 7a . 
Proof. Assume first that T = pr, where 7 is a continuous homomorphism 
on G and p is a rotation by an element Y  = (r&., E G: 
Pg = yg9 for gg G. 
For every 01 E I, consider the rotation pa on G, defined by 
Since Y E G, we have 
hence 
that is, (G , B, , A , po: , ha,) is a projective system of rotations, and 
Pg = 7g = (y&)cs~ = (PagaLE 7 
that is p = proj lim pu . 
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We have 
T,e, = Te = Y . v-e == Y = (rJnE1, 
where e, and e are the unit elements of the respective groups; hence 
T,e, = r, , for each (Y ~1. 
Now if /rug = e, , then h,(rg) = e, ; in fact, 
r,h,(rg) = h,(r - Tg) = h,Tg = T,h,g = T,e, = r, ; 
hence h,(rg) = e, . It follows that if g, , g, E G and holgr = h,g, , then h,(Tg,) = 
h,(TgJ. We can then define unambiguously r, on G, by 
Q-&Y = hikg), if hag = g, . 
It is easy to see that r= is a continuous homomorphism. Moreover, 
It follows that (G, , B, , pa, T, , h,,) is a projective system of continuous 
endomorphisms. Since r,h,g = hat-g for g E G, we deduce that ~(g,),,~ = 
$.%L;; 9 hence 7 = proj lim 7, . Moreover, T, = Papa ; since if g = (g&, , 
Taga = T,h,g = h,Tg = h,(r . Tg) 
= h,(r) ha(v) = ra . saga 
= WC& * 
Conversely, assume that for every a E I, we have T, = para , where pa{, = rag, 
for some r, E G, and 7or is a continuous endomorphism of G, . For a! < ,8 and 
g, = e, we have 
hence Y = (I&, EG.Ifwedefinep:G+Gbypg=rg,thenp=projlimp,. 
If we consider also the continuous endomorphism r = proj lim rE, then 
T = ~7 : T’ = (Tag,),,, 
(g&a E G. 
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